other authors.
We also recover some invariants from algebraic topology.
This article contains proofs of results announced in [l5l-We consider algebraic cohomology groups of topological groups, which are shown to include the invariants considered by Van Est [6] , Hochschild and Mostow [7] , C. C. Moore There is another set of short exact sequences we might have chosen which also give the category of topological G-modules the structure of a quasi-abelian S-category in the sense of Yoneda. We might have demanded that in addition to being exact in the previous sense, there be a continuous map s: C -> B such that the composition u ° s be the identity on C. If G is locally compact we recover the "continuous cochains" theory, which is discussed in [5] , [6] , and [7] . If G is not locally compact it must be shown that continuous cochains are effaceable, i.e. that for any continuous cocycle c: G" -» A there is a short is easily seen to be left exact on Jí¡G hence exact on Mç. We conclude that HÍG, ) is an exact connected sequence of functors on Jlt_. has property F, H *(C, /O = ß *(C, A ) described above.
4. Speelral sequence.
In this section all groups will be finite dimensional, locally compact, cz-compact and all modules will be in JHG.
If A is a vector space the spectral sequence collapses from E2 onward and we get: 
